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and, because greater, so also more various. "Such
poetry, to all who know enough of nature to own it as
being in nature, is much more poetry, is poetry in a far
higher sense than any other." Assuredly such senti-
ments as these are far enough removed from the
.Henthamic stand-point Nor will Mill refuse to adopt
as his own the views which Alfred de Vigny puts in the
mouth of Ins hero, Btelicx If asked why he felt himself
to be a poet, the answer he gives is one which Mill is
prepared to endorse—-" Because there is in nature no
beauty, nor grandeur, nor harmony, which docs not
cause in me a prophetic thrill—which does not fill me
with a deep emotion, and swell my eyelids with tears
divine and inexplicable* Because of the infinite pity I
feel for mankind, my companions in suffering, and the
eager desire I feel to hold out my hand to them and
raise them incessantly by words of commiseration and of
love*"* It wan by sympathy with such emotional ardours
as these that Mill's own nature was becoming exalted
and enlarged.
Wo can now understand why Mill could feel an
interest even in the reactionary and conservative
elements to be found in Coleridge. Nothing is more
remarkable in Mill than his sudden awakening to the
fact that there must be a party of order as well as a
party of progress. Theoretically, he discovered that the
line of advance in history was spiral rather than recti-
lineal | in practice he from this time was fond of main-
taining that the truth lay somewhere between the views
of two counterbalancing and antagonistic parties. The
French $MIow/*ht$ had made a great error in thinking that
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